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Question 1 (4 + 4 = 8 Marks) 
List some considerations to take into account when developing a mobile app in 
comparison to a desktop app:   
a) What are some major differences?  
b) What tips would you give to someone building a mobile app? 
Question 2 (5 + 4 + 4 = 13 Marks)  
a) What is a web framework and how does it compare to an API?  
b) Write a brief summary of the functionality of one (1) web framework. 
c) Provide some example code of the web framework you have described. 
  Question 3 (3 + 3 = 6 Marks)  
a) How does JSON work with local storage in a web app ?  
b) What is Modernizr and how does it work with web apps ?  
Question 4  (5 Marks)  
Describe the approach that MVC brings to mobile development. 
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Question 5       (5 + 5 = 10 Marks) 
 
a) Describe the Android mobile app life cycle using states (with Diagram). 
b) Describe the IOS mobile app life cycle using states (with Diagram). 
Question 6  (4 + 2 + 2 = 8 Marks)  
 
a) Why is it considered best practice to separate resources from code? 
b) How is this separation implemented in Android Studio? 
c) How is this separation implemented in XCode ? 
Question 7 (5 + 5 = 10 Marks) 
Choose one from the following two implementations for a mobile app:   
• Web Framework App 
• Native App (IOS or Android)   
Write five (5) positive comments as to why your choice is better than the other 
one, and five (5) negative comments as to why your choice is not as good as the 
other one. 
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